Spatial-frequency-based metric for image superresolution.
The image processing technique known as superresolution (SR) has the potential to allow engineers to specify lower resolution and, therefore, less expensive cameras for a given task by enhancing the base camera's resolution. This is especially true in the remote detection and classification of objects in the environment, such as aircraft or human faces. Performing each of these tasks requires a minimum image "sharpness" which is quantified by a maximum resolvable spatial frequency, which is, in turn, a function of the camera optics, pixel sampling density, and signal-to-noise ratio. Much of the existing SR literature focuses on SR performance metrics for candidate algorithms, such as perceived image quality or peak SNR. These metrics can be misleading because they also credit deblurring and/or denoising in addition to true SR. In this paper, we propose a new, task-based metric where the performance of an SR algorithm is, instead, directly tied to the probability of successfully detecting critical spatial frequencies within the scene.